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Bioaccessibility options for detailed quantitative risk assessment of metals
aMullen J K, b

The United Kingdom has adopted a risk based ap-
proach for the assessment of contaminated land 
and human health impact. As part of this approach, 

Environment Agency and private industry to enable 

assessment criteria have been derived using a set of 
assumptions based on the potential exposure pat-
tern of human receptors in a series of standard land 
uses. One of the main assumptions in the derivation 

-

bioaccessible. Although this cautious assumption 
may be necessary in the preliminary stages of risk 
assessment to ensure the protection of human re-
ceptors, it may result in overly conservative risk as-

estimated. Recommendations for remediation may 
-

tion is not appropriate.

Over recent years the potential for bioaccessibility 

-
-

and is limited to a small number of contaminants.

To investigate the potential for the application of bi-

BIO
derived using the Contaminated Land Exposure As-

BIO have been derived 
for selected metals; arsenic, cadmium, mercury, nick-
el and vanadium for standard residential, commer-
cial and allotment land uses. By comparing GACBIO 
to typical contaminant concentrations encountered 

-
-

dustry.

A risk evaluation of the need to remediate based on 
the use of literature estimates of bioavailability or of 

BIO
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studies of bioavailability. The applicability of GACBIO 
can be determined by considering three lines of evi-

and physiological based tests.  The natural or anthro-
pogenic geochemical processes that led to the for-
mation and current disposition of the contaminants 

-
cation of the likely chemical instability and therefore 
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testing can give an indication of the mineral species 
-

ed and hence their likely availability. Finally empirical 
physiologically based tests can give an insight into 


